
Why enter the Frenchgate Flower Show 
  

Frenchgate are proud to be launching our first 

inaugural Flower Show. An event offering you 

a chance to bring your horticultural vision to 

life by designing a pop up show garden to be 

exhibited live on our malls. 

Express your creativity  
The event is aimed at giving everyone from 

bedding plant beginners to green fingered 

goddesses a chance to let their creativity flow 

whilst celebrating everything floral for 2017. 

Blur the lines and break the mould or delve 

deep into your gardening past. You have 

complete free reign to really express yourself 

through the means of the gardening greens.  

Win £250*  
Not only will we recreate the winning design 

for each category on the mall, we will also be 

giving each winning designer/s a £250 

Frenchgate gift card to spend in centre. This 

can also be divided in small nominations to 

suit your team size [E.g. 10 £25 gift cards].  

£250 for your team and your work brought to life to be viewed by thousands of our shoppers, 

not a bad little prize we don’t think. But that’s not all…  

Charity 
Here at Frenchgate the 

Doncaster community is at the 

heart of everything we do and 

the Frenchgate Flower Show is 

no different. We are asking each 

entrant to nominate a chosen 

charity or cause alongside their 

submission. Should you be lucky 

enough win, we will not only 

create your garden and award 

you £250* but we will also give 

an additional £500 to your 

chosen charity or cause as our 

way of saying thank you. 



 



 

Types of Gardens 

Fragrance Garden – Exploring the art of scent and smell 
The Fragrance Garden is a celebration of all things scent-sational. Strong smells and sweet 
aromas are explored in the prestigious place paying homage to many plants and petals that 
create some of the world’s most famous scents and perfumes. 
 

Imagination Garden – Journeying into the world future and fantasy  
In our Imagination Garden explores new age ideas and themes redefining perceptions to 
create a new expectation of the gardening space. This is your opportunity to venture into all 
things fantasy and sci fi, embrace technology and create visual wonder. 
 

Cottage Garden – Take a trip into all things vintage, rustic and retro 
This is your trip down memory lane, an opportunity to explore the potting sheds of 
yesteryear. We are looking at revitalised vintage with a modern twist. This is the category to 
look at simple but effective design with a nod to the past and present.  
 

Sensory Garden – indulging in an immersive and impressive audio visual 

experience  
Invigorate and indulge in a sensual experience covering touch, taste, sight, smell and sound. 

Create your very own Zen garden or even an edible garden adventure. Interaction and 

engagement is the name of the game here.  

 



 



 

 

 

How do I take part? 
All this talk of gardening and 

greens got your creative 

juices flowing? Head over to 

our website to download 

your application pack to get 

started. Don’t forget if you 

get stuck you can download 

our important information 

fact sheet to assist you.  


